Homer Circle
Mr. Homer Circle is a giant in the lore of sport fishing and his
accomplishments and achievements are numerous. It is truly an honor to
have him in our Honorary Membership fraternity. For many of us of a
certain age, he will always be remembered as “Uncle Homer”.
Homer Circle is most well known as an outdoor writer and as a tackle
company executive. As an outdoor writer, he was for many years the
angling editor of Sports Afield, following in the fabled footsteps of his
predecessor, Jason Lucas. He served in this capacity from 1968 to 2002. He
dedicated well over a half century of his life to outdoor writing, lecturing,
radio and many TV fishing series. He was the President of the Outdoor
Writers Association of America and continued to write a column for
Bassmaster magazine, well into his nineties.
Some of his popular books included, The Art of Plugging, Worming and
Plugging for Bass, Circle on Bass and Bass Wisdom. He also was featured
in the classic film, “Bigmouth” in 1973, where he forged a close friendship
with fisherman and filmmaker, Glen Lau that lasted the rest of his life.
Homer Circle was also a fishing tackle executive for the Heddon Bait
Company. His affiliation began as the Assistant Sales and Advertising
Manager from 1949-1951, Advertising Director from 1952-1956, and Vice
President from 1957-1961. He was very instrumental in the growth and
success of the company during this golden era of their manufacturing.
Homer was the one who came up with the name, ‘Sonic’ for one of
Heddon’s all-time best sellers and now, a classic collectible.
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In a lettter writteen to NFLC
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yde’s
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He was inducteed into th
he Fresh Water
W
Fish
hing Halll of Famee in 1981,, the
all of Fam
me in 2001 and the IGFA Haall of Fam
me in 2007. He
Bass Fiishing Ha
was alsso the reccipient off the Ameerican Sp
portfishing
g Associaation Lifettime
Achiev
vement Aw
ward in 19
996.
Homerr Circle liived out the
t remaiining yeaars of his life fishin
ng weekly in
Florida
a with his old friend
d Glen La
au. He dieed on Jun
ne 23, 20122 at the ag
ge of
ninety--seven. Hiis contribu
utions to the tacklee industry
y will neveer be equaaled
and nev
ver forgottten.
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